TV Top Shelf from Paint Sticks

This was our original sketch up graphics.

cut paint sticks all to same length
line them up until they are equal to the length
of a tongue depressor
(I'm guessing this will be 5 or 6 of them)

cut dowel to paint stick length
pre-drill each end for screws

OPTIONAL:
Line inside front edge with felt to protect monitor

screw tongue depressors to
each side of dowel
don’t fully tighten

level top and tighten screws

paint if desired

cut to same length
 glue together with wood glue

Stack 2 tongue depressors
drive through ONE end using 1/8” or 1/4” drill bit
(depending on screw size - you want it to be a little loose on screw)
TV Top Shelf from Paint Sticks

Quotes fit a 2" x 3" frame

[Images of six different quotes]

1. Your only limit is you
2. You are the hero to your own story
3. Love more, worry less
4. Peace
5. Say yes to new adventures
6. You are the hero to your own story
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TV Top Shelf from Paint Sticks

Quotes fit a 2" x 3" frame

today i am excited about everything

DREAM CHASER

BREATHE IN. BREATHE OUT. MOVE ON.

SOMETIMES you win SOMETIMES you learn

THE BAD NEWS IS TIME FLIES THE GOOD NEWS IS YOU'RE THE Pilot

ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE
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